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Ahtrtrct: The concept of an instanton in four dimensions can be generalized when one considers the curvature 
as having values in a general Lie algebra g instead of eu(2)+ Z A$. For a manifold with a G-structure F’. 
a canonical complex is defined in order to formulate the theory of infinitesimal deformations of generalirel 
inatantons. A study is made of the exact conditions imposed on P by the existence of this complex. and an 
examination of these conditions leads one to distin_guish classes of Riemannian manifolds characterized by 
alternatives to a holonomy reduction. 
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1. Introduction 
A self-dual instanton on a four-manifold is a connection on a principal bundle Q such that 
the two-form components R; of the curvature belong to A:. The study of such connections 
leads one to consider the elliptic complex 
When this is tensored with the adjoint bundle ad Q, the resulting first cohomology group can 
be used to determine the tangent space at a smooth point to the moduli space of instantons. 
The double covering SO(4) + SO(3) x SO(3), when considered at the Lie-algebraic 
level, allows one to identify the subspaces A- and A+ of A’IR” with the summands of the 
decomposition SO(~) 2 SO(~)+ @ SO(~)_ = su(2)+ @ su(2)_, via the embedding of A’!R? 
In End@“) as the subalgebra of skew-symmetric endomorphisms given by the inner product. 
With these observations the elliptic complex ( 1) can be rewritten as 
Notation. When considering bundles we shall generally use bold symbols to denote either the 
bundle or sections of it, and when we refer merely to vector spaces we shall use normal italtc 
characters. For example, we use AJ’ for the bundle of differential p-forms on a manifold. and 
A” for the vector space of exterior p-forms on some vector space. 
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To generalize this notion of instanton to higher dimensions, an obvious thing to do is to 
consider connections whose two-form components of the curvature belong to some subspace 
V c ~~~~~. Ifin addition a Lie group G is acting {relative to a suitable basis) on 7; M, we want 
V to be a G-module. Given a G-structure with G c SO(n), there is already a distinguished 
submodule of A2r’?it4, namely that induced by the Lie algebra g of the Lie group G. The 
corresponding subbundle is the first summand on the right hand side of the decomposition 
where the orthogonal complement is given with respect o the action of SO(n). One justification 
for doing this is that, in Riemannian geometry, when the holonomy of the Levi-Civita connection 
reduces to a subgroup G c S 0 (n), the Riemannian curvature R may be regarded as a two-form 
on M with values in @. Furthermore, symmetries of R imply that it belongs to the subbundle 
S’(g) c g @ AZ c BO (pz) @ AZ. 
The role played by curvature in the deformation of connections motivates the definition below. 
Other justifications for choosing this approach will become apparent in the sequel. 
Based on the definition of (2), the sequences that we shall study have the form 
When this is a complex and it is tensored with ad Q for some principal bundle Q, with an 
instanton connection, we obtain the deformation complex 
0 --+ adQ--%adQ@A’ 3 ad Q CX, g1 2 ad Q @ (0 iz A*)’ D1\ . . 
An application of index theory to this situation is given in the case G = Spin(7), with motivation 
from the examples of D. Joyce [2 11. We consider the sequence (4) for particular cases in a list of 
irreducible Lie groups, and then find appropriate conditions that guarantee that these are elliptic 
complexes. Later we shall come back to the examples and study how these conditions translate 
for each Lie group in our list. 
We are now in a position to generalize the definition of an instanton. In the coming sections we 
shall explain in more detail some of the terminology used here. Let G be a subgroup of SO(n) 
with Lie algebra g such that the normalizer N(G) is connected, and let P be an N(G)-structure 
on M. Let A be a connection on some principal bundle Q over M with a compact structure 
group K. Thus, the curvature RA of A is a section of ad Q @ A’. 
Definition 1. With the above notation, A is an instanton for the pair (P, g) if Rn is a section 
of the subbundle ad Q @I g of ad Q 8 A2. 
Equivalently, A is an instanton if its curvature two-forms Rf have values in the Lie algebra of 
G. When it is clear to which Lie algebra g we are referring we shall sometimes ay that A is an “in- 
stanton for the N(G)-structure.” The examples in the literature, for instance the generalizations 
studied by R.S. Ward in [32] including the particular case of quaternionic structures [131, suggest 
that the above definition is the appropriate one. For various groups G, it is also known that in- 
stantons are automatically solutions of the Yang-Mills equations (see, in particular, [23,22,167). 
However we propose to justify De~nition I by establishing the existence of the complexes (4). 
2. Foundations 
Let G be a closed subgroup of SO(fz), and let N(G) = {x E SO(n) 1 .c’G.Y = G) denote 
the normalizer of G. In examples, one often has an N(G)-structure but not a G-structure, and 
we first explain why we only need the former in our definition of instanton. For a Lie algebra 
p C 50(17), its normalizer N(g), which is the Lie algebra of N(G). is 
N(g) = (A E so(n) 1 [A. X] E g for all X E g). 
The centralizer of g is C(g) = {A E so(n) 1 [A. X] = 0 for all X E g}. 
C(g) = {A E N(g) I A 1 a). 
Proof. Let (. , .) denote an adjoint-invariant inner product on g. Since g is semi-simple we have 
[g, g] = g. and (. , .) may be taken to be a negative scalar times the Killing form. Take A E C(g) 
40 that [A, X] = 0 for all X E g. Therefore, for Y E g one has 
(A. [X, Y]) = ([A. X], Y) = 0: 
this for all X, Y E g implies A I g. Conversely, take A E N(g) such that A i g; again the 
above relation shows that [A, X] = 0 for all X E g. fl 
Provided that the normalizer N(G) is connected, its adjoint action on N(g) preserves the 
subspaces g and C(g). Thus, 
Corollary 1. Lrt (M, 8) he a Rirmarmian manijtild and G a .suhgroup of' SO(n). Thrn ~1 
WY(G)-structure P distinguishes a subbundle g = P x ,v,(;, g of A’. 
We turn now to the detailed definition of the sequences that we shall study. In terms of the 
decomposition (3), we define subbundles Ak and B” of A’ as follows: 
B”=O=B’. B”=g~n’-‘fork32 A’; = (B”)’ fork 2 0. 
Here, g A ~4’~’ denotes the image of g @ AkP2 under the antisy mmetrization map A’ @ A’ ~’ -4 
A’. and ’ denotes orthogonal complement relative to the induced inner product so that 
Ak = Ah $ B” 
Now consider the diagram 
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The horizontal arrows are induced from exterior differentiation by (in the first and third rows) 
composing with suitable inclusions and orthogonal projections. In particular, the differential 
operator Dk is defined, by analogy to d_ in (2), by projecting the exterior derivative onto the 
corresponding space Ak”. Our aim is then to study the sequence (A”, D,) and find conditions 
for it to be a complex, at least for some particular groups G. 
Proposition 2. The first and third rows of the diagram are complexes and all the squares 
commute if and only if the composition n o d : g -+ A3 is zero. 
Proof. First observe that the above mapping 0 + A3 is a homomorphism of vector bundles, 
since n removes any genuine differentiation due to d. The vanishing of this mapping is precisely 
the condition that the first row be a subcomplex of the second. On the other hand, it is also the 
condition for the third row to be a complex. Explicitly, if a E Ak then da = Dk(a) + q for 
r] E &J A Ak-‘, so 
0 = nd2(a) = Dk+,Dka, + ndr]. 
If n o d : g --+ A3 vanishes then since n can be expressed as the sum of elements of the form 
ar\uwitha EganduEAk-‘,thendr]=Cdar\u+ar\duwithda ~g~n’.Thus 
da A u, (7 A dv E g A Ap+’ which implies that x o d : g A Ak-’ + Akf2, and therefore 
Dk+i oDk =O. 
Conversely, suppose Dz o Dt = 0. First observe that all the elements y in gX at a point 
x can be obtained as the projections of the exterior derivatives of one-forms. This can be 
seen by considering a basis {cx~) of A’, such that dai IX = 0 and choosing suitable functions 
fi, to get y = rid(a)) = n(Cdfi A ai). So to show that r o d : g + A3 vanishes we 
do it at a point X. If y E 0 then from the above discussion yX = d(a), - Dt (a),, and so 
nd(y), = nd*(& - D2D,(~), = 0. Cl 
For a connection on a general principal bundle, there is the concept of reduction. A connection 
A on a G-bundle P over A4 is said to be reducible to a subgroup G’ c G if there exists an 
isomorphism f of a G’-bundle P’ onto a subbundle of P and a connection A’ on P’, so that A 
is the image of A’ under f. 
The theorem [30, Th. 1.1 of Chap VII] which affirms that a connection on a principal bundle 
over a connected manifold reduces to its holonomy group has one useful corollary in this context, 
namely 
Corollary 3. If the holonomy of the connection A reduces, then the curvature of A takes values 
in the Lie algebra of the holonomy group. 
Corollary 4. If the holonomy of the Levi-Civita connection reduces to N(G) then (A”, D,) is 
a complex. 
Proof. If the holonomy of the Levi-Civita connection reduces to N(G), then the condition in 
Proposition 2 is satisfied. For, when the holonomy reduces to N(G) the covariant derivative 
maps sections of 0 into 0 @ A’. It follows that the exterior derivative takes sections of 0 into 
gr\A’. 0 
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We illustrate now an application of Definition 1. Suppose that M is such that (A’. D,, ) is an 
elliptic complex. Suppose in addition that A is a connection on some auxiliary principal bundle 
Q with structure group K. 
Corollary 5. Let A be un instanton for an N(G)-structure. Suppose that (A,‘, D,s) is un elliptic’ 
complex. Then 
0 + adQ + adQ @AA’ --+ adQ @ A’ + adQ @ A3 -+ 
is an elliptic complex whosejirst cohomolog?: group represents the space of infinitesimal defor- 
mations of A preserving the instanton condition, module gauge equivalence. 
Proof. We may certainly tensor (A”, D,) by ad Q. and define extended operators D,, . Let h be 
a section of ad Q and Q: a section of Ak; then 
,. ^ 
Dk+-l 0 &(h @w) = (&+I 0 &)(a) + n(R~(h) A CY) 
vanishes since R,(h) is a section of ad Q @ 8. 
The first cohomology group of the extended complex is H’ = ker(Di)/Im(&) and this 
has the required interpretation, as A2 is the orthogonal complement of the space containing the 
curvature of an instanton (cf. [2] and [22]). 0 
3. Complexes case by case 
The possible irreducible holonomy groups of Riemannian metrics have been classified by 
the successive work of Berger [7], Simons [29], and Alekseevskii [ 1 ]. The last author showed in 
particular that the subgroup Spin(9) of SO( 16) mentioned in [7,29] can only occur for locally 
symmetric metrics. The fmal result may be stated as follows: 
Theorem 1. Let (Ml’. g) denote a connected, simply-connected Riemannian manifold, and 
suppose that the holonomy group H acts irreducibly on T,M. Then either g is a locally- 
s\?mmetric metric or else H is conjugate in 0 (n) to one qf the following standard subgroups c?f 
SO(u): 
(i) SO(n). 
(ii) U(m) ifn = 2m 3 4, 
(iii) SU(m) ifn = 2m 3 4, 
(iv) Sp(m)Sp(l) ifn = 4m 3 8, 
(v) Sp(m) tfn = 4m 3 8, 
(vi) G? ifn = 7, 
(vii) Spin(7) if n = 8. 
The condition that a Riemannian manifold M have holonomy contained in one of these 
groups imposes severe restrictions on the curvature tensors of M that arise from Corollary 3. 
Such restrictions were first studied systematically by Alekseevskii [I J. In particular for the group 
(iv) the manifold M must be Einstein; moreover for the cases (iii), (v), (vi) and (vii) the Ricci 
curvature of M is actually zero. In particular, whilst(i), (ii) and (iv) are also the holonomy groups 
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of rank one symmetric spaces, there can be no Riemannian symmetric spaces with holonomy 
(iii), (v), (vi), (vii). On the other hand, compact manifolds with these holonomy groups have 
been realized by theorems of Yau [33], Beauville [6] and Joyce [20,21]. Throughout this paper 
we shall concentrate on the proper subgroups of SO(n) in the above list. 
The groups that we shall mainly consider and their normalizers are 
Group G I Normalizer N(G) 
sum, 
SU(m) 
Sp(m) 
(32 
Spin(7) 
SO(4) 
U(m) 
Sp(m) Sp(1) 
G2 
Spin(7) 
Table I 
Theorem 2. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold, the holonomy group of which reduces to 
N(G) where G is one of the above groups. Then (A”, D,) is an elliptic complex. 
Given Corollary 4, it only remains to prove ellipticity, and we consider this case by case. In 
what follows we shall work with an N(G)-structure and we shall assume that the holonomy 
reduces to N(G). 
3.1. Unitary structures 
On an almost complex manifold M, the extension of the action of the almost complex structure 
J to the complexification (TM)” of the tangent bundle allows one to decompose 
(/j’TMf = @ AP.q, 
p+q=r 
and define the real vector bundles [[A”qqlj for p # q and [np,“] by 
QP’,~ an @ = Ap.4 CB Aq-“, [A’-‘] @R cc = Ap,“, 
as in [28]. 
The fundamental two-form w at each point belongs to the real subspace of two-forms [A ” ‘1, 
and it is invariant under the action of U(m). Its orthogonal complement [AA.‘] in [A”‘] can be 
identified with the Lie algebra su(m) of skew-Hermitian matrices with zero trace, and we have 
the decomposition 
A2 = [A2.‘n CB [A;,‘] e (w), 
with 0 = su (m) = [AA.‘]. We shall also denote by tr(cr)w the component of a! E A2 in the 
(w) direction. With this observation we can state the following 
Lemma 2. For a U (m)-structure the sequence (5) tukes thejbrm 
0 -+ A”%A’“I-(u, @ I[A’,OI]%[A~.~~ + [[A’.“1 i + [[nl,l,“]] -+ 0. 
u/d is elliptic. 
Proof. In the above terminology 
The same result holds when [A’. ’ ] is replaced by the codimension-one subspace [A;). ’ ] if I< 2 1. 
and it follows that Ak = jj Ak,‘l for 3 < k < m. 
We remark at this point that ellipticity is an algebraic property: to prove ellipticity we need 
to show that the symbol sequence for a non-zero cotangent vector a E T*. namely 
i4 exact. We proceed to show that ker(a,) C Im(a,) at the (w) $ [A’.‘J step. Consider 
an element y = ~2.0 + ~0.0.2 + tr(v)w E ([LA’,“] $ (0)) with image zero under CT, so that 
LY A y E UA’,‘U. This implies in particular that ~2.0 A CX~,~~ = 0 = ~0.~ A CQJ. It follows tha.t 
there exist one-forms Bl.0 and B0.l such that yZ.() = Bl.o A al,o and yo,o.2 = PO,, A (Y(). , Then 
we have that the one-form p given by j31.0 + flo,, + ~_~.l(cu) has image y under nU: in this last 
expression P = (m/lal’)( tr(Bl.0 A a0.1 + fi0.1 A a1.0) - tr(v)). 
The corresponding argument for ellipticity at A’ is the following. For y E A’. suppose that 
;I A Q. E [Ah.‘]. Then )/ A a = 0 because su(m) contains no simple forms, so ‘/ = ha as 
required. The other parts to complete the proof either follow from the de Rham complex or are 
analogous to the previous discussion. 0 
.1.2. Quaternionic structures 
For the study of this case we refer to [26], and also mention the work of Baston [4] for related 
complexes. Following the notation in [26], the cotangent bundle of M has the form 
T”M 2 [E ~3~ H] 
where E Z Czrn and H S C’ are vector bundles arising from the basic complex representations 
of Sp(m) and Sp( I) respectively. For the two-forms, 
A’ = /j\‘T*M 2 [/j\‘E ~3 S*H] @ [S*E @J /\‘H] 
which is isomorphic to ((/$E @ C) @ S’H] &i [S’E] since /j’H is one-dimensional and trivial. 
In the present case the distinguished subbundle 0 of A2 arises from the Lie algebra sp(m). and 
we have 
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Moreover, we have 
Lemma 3. Let G = Sp(m). For a N(G)-structure, the sequence (5) becomes 
O+A”+ [E@H] -+ [/‘j2E @ S2H] + [/j3E @I S3H] -+ . . . -+ [/j2”E @ S”“H] -+ 0, 
and is elliptic. 
Proof. A complex line L in H, determines an almost complex structure on T,M by setting 
A’.’ = E, @ L. Then S2E, = n AA-’ and AkEx @I SkH, = C Akvo, where the intersection 
and summation are over the @/“-worth of almost complex structures on T,M (cf. [26]). Then 
S2E, A (Ak)@ = n 
(,s+, Ap%k+2-p) 
is exactly the orthogonal complement of /jkEx @ SkHx. The resulting complex is well known, 
and its ellipticity is proved in [26]. 0 
3.3. G2-structures 
The group G2 appears as a possible holonomy group of seven-dimensional manifolds (even 
compact ones in the light of [20]), and may be defined as follows. Let et, . . . , e7 be an oriented 
orthonormal basis of II%‘, and let w’, . . . , co7 denote the dual one-forms on Iw7. For simplicity 
write mijk to denote the product wi A wJ A wk. Let C+J E /j3(IK7)* be given by 
(J3=0 123 + J45 + w167 + w246 _ w257 _ w356 _ w347. 
Then 
G2 = k E (=G7) I g*v = cpl 
is exactly the stabilizer of q. Moreover G2 c SO(7) and GZ is a simple, simply-connected 
group of dimension 14 [IO]. Since G2 c SO(7) it follows that each G2-structure on M induces 
an orientation and a Riemannian metric. By the holonomy principle, if (M7, g) is a Riemannian 
manifold with holonomy H C G2, then M7 possesses a parallel three-form linearly equivalent 
at each point to the form q above. 
The standard representation of G2 on Iw7 is irreducible and satisfies 
A2(R7) = A:, $ A;, 
where Ai, is isomorphic to 82 and A: is once again isomorphic to the standard representation. 
(We adopt the notation of A,f for the k-dimensional irreducible component of AP as in [lo].) 
For three-forms, the decomposition in irreducible G2-modules is given by 
A3(IW7) = A:@+I3A;,, (6) 
where A: is isomorphic to A’ and Ai, is isomorphic to Si(Iw7). As in the unitary case, we 
denote the component of a three-form )/ in the (rp) Z Iw direction by tr(v)rp. For more details 
about the decomposition above see [lo] or [ 141. 
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Lemma 4. For a G?-structure the sequence (5) becomes 
and it is elliptic-. 
Proof. From above we see that g2 = A:,. Since g2 and A’ are distinct irreducible representations. 
their tensor product contains no invariants. Thus A; 5 (AT4 A A’)‘. On the other hand. it 
is straightforward to check that A:, A A’ contains the remaining two irreducible components 
in (6). To prove ellipticity at the A: step, first consider IX E T,*M. For a given v E A’, write 
v A (Y = Sid+ 87 with 6i E A;; wedging with a! again gives 0 = St4 A (Y + 87 A (Y. This, together 
with the fact that T* @ g2 has no Cl-invariants, implies tr(S7 A cr) = - tr(6i4 A CY) = 0 as 
required. In fact we have just proved that the symbol sequence is a complex, which also follows 
from the proof of Proposition 2. 
For the reverse inclusion we need to understand the way A’ is identified with the seven- 
dimensional G1-invariant summand A$. Consider the map A2 + A’, given by S H 6 1~ 
where 1 cp denotes the interior product with cp. This map is Gz-invariant and onto A’ so it must 
correspond to the projection n : A2 + A:. For the same reason the map A’ A A+ c A’ + X, 
given by w A /3 w (CX. ,8) for (;Y E A’ and fi E A; 2 A’ corresponds to the contraction tr. With 
these observations. consider y E A: 2 A’ such that tr(y A a) = 0, that is (a, v) = 0. which 
means v E (span cu)‘. To conclude the proof it suffices to prove that the map y H o/ A CY) 1 q) 
is onto (span a)‘. and this can be done directly. 0 
3.4. Spin(7) structures 
We illustrate Corollary 5 using the remaining case of a Lie group that is the holonomy group 
of an irreducible Ricci-flat metric, namely Spin(7). Keeping the notation of the Gz situation. 
extend the basis of R7 into a orthonormal basis of 88.‘. The dual one-forms are, as before, 
0,0, . . co’. Set 
R = W0 A cp + “cp. 
Then, by [ 191, the subgroup of GL(8, IR) which fixes fi is isomorphic to the double covering 
Spin(7) of SO(7). It is known that Spin(7) c SO@) and that Spin(7) is simply-connected, of 
dimension 2 1. 
The decompositions into irreducible Spin(7)-modules in this case are: 
where Ai, is isomorphic to Spin(7), the space A! is generated by Q, the factor Ai, is isomorphic 
to Si(Iws), and Ai, is the kernel of the map A3 -+ A7 given by wedging with S2. So in this case 
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Lemma 5. For the structure group Spin(7) the sequence (5) becomes 
0 -+ A0 -+ A’ -+ A; -+ 0. (8) 
The striking point about Spin(7) as regards all other special holonomy groups is that the as- 
sociated deformation complex for instantons is three-step as in the four-dimensional case and 
actually exists without any holonomy assumption. It arises from the subcomplex (8) of the 
de Rham complex which significantly is itself a rearrangement of the Dirac operator, 
The eight-dimensional case is also well adapted to index theory. Now suppose that A is 
an instanton for a Spin(7)-structure over a compact manifold M on some principal bundle Q. 
And let q(V) = ~2, cd(V) = c4 and cl (V) = 0 = cg (V) be the Chern classes of the 
corresponding complex rank-k vector bundle V. 
Proposition 6. The deformation complex 
0 + adQ%adQ@A’-%adQ@A: + 0 
has index ka, + &(pIcz + 2~; - 4c4), where A2 is the a genus qf A4 and ~1, p2 are the 
Pontrjagin classes qf M. 
Proof. Let ind = ho - h’ + h* be the required index. The Atiyah-Singer index theorem (see 
[3]) implies that 
ind = (ch(ad Q)(l + ii + A*), [Ml), 
where Ai = -&p, and ch(ad Q) is the Chern character of the adjoint bundle ad Q. Now, the 
Chern character of ad Q is 
ch(ad Q) = k - c2 + &(cz - 2~). 
The proposition follows. 0 
When the holonomy of M is contained in Spin(7), the value of ff2 = &(7p: - 4~2) can 
be found easily. For it equals the dimension of the space of parallel Spinors, and is 1 if the 
holonomy equals Spin(7), see [28] and [31]. In order to make use of proposition 6 to compute 
the dimension of a potential moduli space, one would need to know that the second cohomology 
group HZ is zero. 
There are some natural examples to consider in the case of a compact manifold with holonomy 
equal to Spin(7), and therefore with A2 = 1. A large class of such manifolds has been described 
by D. Joyce [21]. 
(i) Take V = /iA so that k = 8, c2 = -pl, c4 = ~2, the last proposition gives then 
ind(A’) = 8 - Se where e is the Euler characteristic. This can be verified independently from 
the formula ind(A’) = 63 - 1 - b:! - 64 that follows from Hodge theory, identifying Spin(7) 
modules of harmonic forms, given the known formula 
For examples in Joyce [21], the Euler characteristic e = 144 and the index ind(A’) = -40. 
(ii) Consider now V = A;. One way of finding the Chern classes of A: is to use the fact 
that the Chern character 1 - ch(A’ ) + ch(A$) of the ‘super Spin bundle’ A0 - A’ + A+ must 
equal the Euler class < = i(4p2 - 17:). One finds that 
ind(A:) = 7 + +e = ind(A:) = h$ + hz - hj. 
t iii) Finally, let V = spin(7) = A:, . The quantity ind(Ai, ) ought to have special sig- 
niticance as this is the deformation index of the ‘Levi-Civita instanton’ (motivated by the 
Sp(m 1 Sp( 1) case in which the instanton defined by the Riemannian structure does fit into a 
nice family [ 221). The value of this index turns out curiously to be given by 
ind(At,) = 261 - ie 
and for examples in [ 2 l] it equals 213. 
4. The torsion 
Returning to the assumptions of Section 2, let P be an N-structure where N = N(G) 
is a connected Lie group. We proceed now to identify a tensor that will help us understand 
the condition for the existence of the complexes studied above. This tensor turns out to be 
the projection of the torsion of any N-connection on Y’* 18 n’-. After identifying this intrinsic 
torsion r we find another tensor (II in terms of the Levi-Civita connection. In most cases. this o is 
identically zero precisely when 5 is zero, and therefore gives an alternative way of understanding 
the intrinsic torsion. We end the present section with the precise relation between cx and the 
condition for the existence of the complexes. 
Consider an N-connection D on P. The torsion of the connection D, denoted by Tor( D), 
i\ detined as follows. The frame bundle has some particular features. which the subbundle t; 
also enjoys. One of these is the existence of the canonical or soldering form H. which is the 
3?‘-valued one-form on P defined by 
H(X) = f’(n*(X)) for X E T,,P. 
where 14 is considered as a linear isomorphism of EP onto Tncu,M. One normally defines the 
lc~r.sion of the connection D to be do6’ for the modified exterior derivative dD. 
Consider two N-connections D and D’; their difference a annihilates vertical vectors in P. 
and defines a section of T* @ n over M, so it can be thought of as a tensor on M. Conversely. 
for any element c~ in this space and any N-connection D, the sum D + a defines another N- 
connection. The set of connections on an N-structure P is therefore an affine space modeled 
on the space of one-forms A1 (M, ad P). 
Consider now the difference of the torsions of the two connections D and D’, that is Tor-Tor’. 
which is a tensor in A’ @I T, and corresponds to cr via the linear map 
given algebraically by wedging in the first two factors. So a((;~) = Tor - Tor’. 
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Definition 2. The intrinsic torsion of the N-structure P is 
r = [Tar(D)] E 
A2@T 
a(T* ~8 n) 
This terminology is used by Bryant [lo, p. 531-5321 in the context of l-flatness, that is the 
existence of a torsion-free connection on the co-frame bundle 8,. He observes that if the N- 
structure is l-flat then t = 0 (for N c U(n)). There are two important points to stress here: 
- First, t is independent of the connection D, because any other connection modifies Tor by 
an element in a(T* B n). 
- Second, in the Riemannian case, that is when N c SO(n), the intrinsic torsion measures 
the failure of the holonomy to reduce to N. To see this, first observe that in that case 8 is 
an injection, then consider the connection D - X’Tor(D), which is torsion-free and must 
therefore be the Levi-Civita connection; when t = 0 it is an N-connection so its holonomy 
is contained in N. 
When we look at T* @ so(n) c T* @ T* ~3 T there is an isomorphism 
i3 : T* @so(n) + A2T* 63 T. 
Then using a-’ let y denote the composition 
A\‘T*@T a-1 T*@so(n) 5 T*8_ni 
a(T*@n) + T* @n 
Then it follows that y is an isomorphism, and we may identify the intrinsic torsion r with its 
image y(r) E T* an’. From now on we shall in fact always regard r as an element of T* @n’ 
in this way. 
The decomposition of the space T *@n’ containing t will characterize the particular geometry 
of the G-structure, and in due course we shall analyse it for some of our examples. In the 
meantime we shall find alternative tensors to study the condition for the existence of the elliptic 
complexes. 
The Levi-Civita connection gives a differential operator 
v:A2 -+ T*&4’, 
this restricted to g c A2 induces a map that composed with the natural projection into T* @ g1 
gives 
for a section s and a function f one can check that a (f s) = f a (s), so we obtain a tensor cr 
belonging to Horn& T* @gl) Z g* ~$3 T* @ &, which measures the failure of the Levi-Civita 
connection to preserve the bundle g. 
Lemma 6. For a vectorjield X on M, ax is given by 
ax(A) = [TX, Al’ 
for the Lie bracket in so(n), and where ’ means the projection onto gl. 
Generulimtion of the notion of instanton 
Proof. On the one hand ax is given by 
ck!x : g 3 50 (n) -2 gl, 
and on the other hand V = V + 6, where V is the canonical connecrion of the N (G )-structure. It 
follows from Corollary 1 that Vx leaves invariant he subbundle 0 and so rr VX (A) = rcx (A) t- 
0. To finish just observe that the action of SO(n) on A’ 2 so(n) is given by the adjoint 
representation so the action of CX E g1 c SO(IZ) on A E p is given by the L,ie bracket. :1 
Corollary 7. In,fact, cx takes values in n’, thut is 
(II E Horn@, T* @ n’) 2 0* @3 T* @3 ni. 
Proof. The isomorphism is induced by the Killing form in 50(/z). This is because (Y has no 
C(g)-component when we see A2 = g 69 C(g) @ N(a)’ (cf. Claim 1). since this component is 
Lietected bywcpP, pl, C(p)) = (N(p)? [p. C(p)]) = (N(p)+ 0) = 0. 0 
Lemma 6 now defines a homomorphism 
Z:T*@n’ + T* @ Horn@. n’), 
\uch that l(s) = (;Y. Lemma 6 shows that t determines CY.. Conversely. for semi-simple groups 
the following results shows that a! determines 5. 
Theorem 3. When p is semi-simple, 1 is injecti\v. 
Proof. The Lie bracket in so(n), when composed with the corresponding projection, induces 
maps h of the type h : p @n’ + n’. Tensoring with the identity on T* gives a map that we call 
also A : p @Q n’ @ T* -+ n1 @ T*. So with the isomorphism p 2 p* one gets h(a) E n- @ T”. 
Lie bracketing followed by the projection onto n’ gives a map 
I : n’ - Hom(p, t-t’). 
with this the previous lemma says that the image of TX is cxx. Conversely, for an orthonormal 
basis {e;) of p with respect to the Killing form, consider 
Hom(p. n’) 5 p @I n’ 2 n’. 
and the composition of these two gives a homomorphism 
n’ & Hom(p, nl) -+ nl. 
For an element 6 E n’ its image under I is 
(9) 
so the composition takes c into C[e;, [e;, c]l]- = (1 P(e;)‘)<. The latter is precisely the 
Casimir operator C, of the representation p of p acting on n’. For a simple Lie algebra and an 
irreducible representation p, the Casimir operator is known to act as the scalar 
c,, = -;((d + &I2 + IdI’), 
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where d is half the sum of the positive roots and p is the highest weight of p [9]. In our situation 
ni contains no trivial representations of g, so by decomposing the semi-simple Lie algebra IJ 
in its simple pieces we conclude that the composition (9) is an isomo~hism which depends on 
the group G but is independent of the manifold M. 0 
We shall call t = 0 (which is often equivalent o a = 0) the kolonomy condition, because it 
measures the extent to which the Levi-Civita connection reduces to N(G). Another condition 
that was mentioned in the first section of this chapter is the exterldu~i~~~ c nd~ti~~, that is 
condition imposed on the manifold in order that the sequences 
0 _+ A0 _!+. A’ _!?!+ A2 ?+ A” + . . 
from (5) be complexes. As we have already seen, this second condition is determined by the 
extent to which the exterior derivative preserves the bundle 0. 
Recall that A” = (g A Akp2)‘. Proposition 2 determines an element 
B E Hom(g, (a/IA’)‘) 
whose vanishing is precisely the extendability condition. We shall now relate /3 to the tensor a 
defined above. Denote by Vn the restriction of the Levi-Civita connection to the subbundle g 
of A*, split Vg into its components Va @ CX, given by the projections into 0 @J ‘I’* and & 63 T* 
respectively. The exterior derivative is given by the covariant derivative followed by skewing. 
Thus, we next consider this skewing map composed with the projection into (0 A A’)‘, and 
we decompose this co~~position i to sr and s2 to obtain the following diagram. 
Proposition 8. The composition s2 o a equuls /!I. 
Proof. Observe that sI = 0 by the definition of (g A A’)‘, and the result follows. [7 
5. Extendabi~i~ case by case 
In this section we shall decompose the space T” @I nr where the intrinsic torsion lives for 
every group in our list. Then we identify the condition that guarantees the existence of the 
complex in every case. 
5.1. Unitary structures 
From the discussion in the previous section, it follows that the sequence for the unitary case 
G = U(m) is an elliptic complex when the holonomy of the base manifold ii4 is contained 
Getwruli;atim of the notion of in.vtantm I5 
in U(m). i.e. when the manifold is Kghler. However, the extendability condition encompasses 
a larger class of almost Hermitian manifolds. To see this we recall the known fact that for an 
almost Hermitian manifold 
VW E T* @ uA*.“n: 
our task is to study the right-hand bundle. 
Here. V is the irreducible U(m)-module with dominant weight (2, 1.0, . , 0), and when 
YII = 2. the spaces [IA’.‘], and (IA:.]] are zero. The decomposition (for uz 3 3) into four 
L (m I-irreducible subspaces gives rise to the 16 classes of almost Hermitian manifolds studied 
by Gray and Hervella in [ 171, depending on which combination of these four irreducible spaces 
Cw belongs. In particular, the component of Vw in the subbundle u_4’,” @ _4’,‘n of T* @ [[ A’.“n 
rlbpresents he Nijenhuis tensor of the almost complex structure. 
Proof. The condition VW E [A’.‘] corresponds to a complex manifold, hence (10) holds. This 
proves the statement for 117 3 4. For m = 3 it suffices to suppose that VW E [lA3.“[]. In this 
case one may choose a U (3)-connection whose torsion tensor is represented by VW. The result 
now follows from the condition (cf. Proposition 2) 
d([A;.‘I) c [A*% (10) 
and the fact that there is no non-zero U(3)-equivariant linear mapping 
A3.0 @ A;,. 1 ~ A”.“: 
this is obvious when we pass to the subgroup SU(3) which renders A’~(’ trivial. II 
One very important class of six-dimensional almost Hermitian manifolds that satisfies the 
conditions of the previous proposition is the one defined by the condition VW E []A3,“]]. Thi$ 
condition is equivalent o the equation, 
(V,yJ)Y + (VYJ)X = 0. 
and defines the class of so-called nearly Kiihler manifolds. The significance of this definition is 
that [[A3.0n is a (real two-dimensional) trivial representation of G = SU(3). These manifolds 
have the interesting property that w* is closed. The study of these manifolds reveals that this 
structure induces a similar one on the space of connections over them [24]. Nearly Kghlet 
manifolds can also be charaterized by the existence of a Killin g spinor 151. The first, most. 
simple and in some sense basic example of a nearly Kghler manifold is the six-dimensional 
sphere S”. Another example is provided by the twistor space over a four-dimensional self-- 
dual. Einstein manifold with positive scalar curvature. There are two natural almost complex 
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structures Jr and 52 defined on such a twistor space, one of which is never integrable [25]; this 
non-integrable almost complex structure J2 is precisely the one that gives the nearly Kahler 
structure to the twistor space. 
In this context, there is a simple example of an instanton. Let Z be the twistor space of a d, 
Einstein 4-manifold with positive scalar curvature. On the one hand, there is a metric that makes 
(Z, Jz) strictly nearly Kahler, on the other there is a metric that makes (Z, J,) Kahler-Einstein 
(see [8, 14.801). The curvature two-form a~ of the canonical line bundle K = A’-“(Z, J,), 
being the Ricci form, is proportional to the Kahler form wl. 
Proposition 10. Let Z be the twistor space of a d, Einstein 4-manifold, with positive scalar 
curvature. Then oK E /$‘I (Z, J2) and K is therefore an instanton for the corresponding SU (3)- 
structure. 
Proof. First observe that OK is not only of type (1, 1) with respect to JI, but also with respect 
to 52. This follows from the definition of JI and J2. To complete the proof, we need to show 
that CK A (~02)~ vanishes. But this six-form is proportional to 
0,‘ A d+ = d(aK A $) - do/c A r,// = 0, 
since oK A $ = +K A (@ - @) = 0. 0 
A “canonical” connection is defined on the tangent bundle of any almost Hermitian manifold 
by 
VXY = +(VXY - J(VX(JY))). 
On a six-dimensional strictly nearly Kahler manifold, it can be proved that V is an instanton, 
and a natural problem is to determine the possible holonomy groups of V for nearly Kahler 
manifolds. For example, for a twistor space described above the holonomy of V reduces to U (2) 
]241. 
5.2. G2-structures 
To study the intrinsic torsion in this situation the relevant vector bundle to consider now is 
We notice that there is a component isomorphic to T*. However, in contrast o the Spin(7) case, 
the intrinsic torsion t has four irreducible components. Since the subbundle A3 = (g2 A A’)l = 
A: is the trivial one-dimensional bundle spanned by the three-form 4, we may regard /I as a 
section of 82 and deduce 
Proposition 11. A G2-structure satis$es the extendability condition if and only if t has no 
component in 82. 
This proposition implies that there will be many situations in which the holonomy does not 
reduce to G2 but for which one has a complex as in Lemma 4. In such situations it would 
seem appropriate to study instantons of Definition 1. It is significant that there is also a trivial 
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one-dimensional subbundle of T* @ n’, and the corresponding component of ‘t is proportional 
to the inner product (dq, *(o). 
Since the two-form *d(*(o) is determined by the covariant derivative Vv, it too represents 
part of the intrinsic torsion t. It follows that if cp is co-closed then 5 has no component not 
only in 02 but also in the subbundle isomorphic to A’. An important class of metrics with 
Gl-structures satisfying d(*cp) = 0 are those induced on hypersurfaces M7 c Rx. For in this 
case, the form *cp may be defined as the pull-back of the standard closed Spin(7)-form fi [ 191: 
more examples are contained in [27]. 
5.3. Spin(7) structures 
Previously Spin(7) was defined in terms of a four-form ‘LZ related to the geometry of Gz. 
The relation between G? and Spin(7) goes far beyond this simple relation; in fact there are 
constructions of Spin(7) manifolds from G2 structures analogous to the constructions of G: 
from nearly Kshler mentioned above. For the moment we turn now to the fact that, in analog] 
with the 2-fold vector cross product for G2, there is for Spin(7) a 3-fold vector cross product 
Q on W. This is given by 
Qt(x A y A z it> = (Q(x A y A z,), t), 
and Spin(7) can be characterized by 
Spin(7) = (g E O(8) 1 Q(gx A g_~ A gz) = Q(x A J A z). VX, J. z E W1. 
The Spin(7)-irreducible spaces in the decompositions (7) can be defined alternatively by 
A; = (a E A? 1 *(sJ A CX) = 3a}, 
A$, = (CX E A’ 1 *(a A cl!) = -a}. 
Therefore the projection n : A2 -+ A: is given by CY H i (*R A a + a). The intrinsic torsion 
T is a section of the vector bundle 
T* 8 Spin (7)’ Z T* 8 A: 2 A’, 
which as we have seen has two irreducible components. Indeed, the kernel of the cross product 
map Q : A3 + A’ can be identified with the subbundle Ai, of A3. 
For an arbitrary structure group N, one expects T* @I nr to contain a subbundle isomorphic 
to T*. For, a metric conformal to one whose holonomy lies in N will have intrinsic torsion r 
in this subbundle. Conversely, if t lies in T* then the metric is locally conformally equivalent 
to one with holonomy Spin(7) [12]. It is surprising that, in the Spin(7) case, 5 has only one 
other possible component; this was first noticed in [ 141. The local existence of manifolds with 
holonomy Spin(7) was treated in [ 101 using the Cartan-Kghler theory of differential systems. 
Complete examples are discussed in [ 111 and [28]. 
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6. Concluding remarks 
The spaces of all the complexes that have been considered so far can be gathered together 
and arranged in the following table 
Group dim of A1 
SO(4) 4 
SO(4) 5 
SU(3) 6 
(32 7 
Spin(7) 8 
1 I 
$ 
dim 
3 
? 7 
(w) CB uA2.011 7 
lR7 7 
IR7 7 
(g A A’)’ dim 
0 0 
? 3 
I[A3J] 2 
(9) 1 
0 0 
Table 2. 
Examining the last three rows suggests the existence of another structure in dimension five 
indicated in the appropriate row. In fact, we can obtain such a structure by considering the Lie 
group inclusions G = SU(2)+ c SO(4) c SO(5). If h’ and A’ are the spaces of one-forms 
in four and five dimensions respectively, then 
and of course A2 Z A3. Moreover, for this 
0 -+ A0 -+ A’ + A2 +P 
with dimensions 1 -+ 5 + 7 -+ 3, where 
A2ZX’@X2andA”gX!. 
Formally, it is the sum of two fundamental 
A model for this geometry can be found 
structure, g Z h: and the canonical complex is 
A3 + 0. (11) 
four-dimensional complexes (cf. (1)). 
on the total space of the fibration 
p g SU(3) 
su(2)- 
SU(3) g & 
U(2) . 
There is a natural connection which defines a one-form cr on S5, and do is proportional to the 
pull-back wt of the Ktihler form on @P2. It is possible to extend wt to a triple (wt,w2, wg} of 
two-forms which reduces the structure to SU (2)+, and the extendability condition for (11) is 
satisfied. This type of structure also arises on the Einstein-Sasakian manifolds studied in [ 1.51. 
The results that we have proved in this paper are not restricted to the groups of Table 1. A 
hint of a first requirement for a group in order that (A”, D,) be elliptic is contained in the proof 
of Lemma 2. Indeed, one requires for ellipticity at the A’ step that the Lie algebra g, inside A2, 
contain no non-zero simple two-forms CJ A (Y. This excludes, for example, reducible situations 
in which G contains a factor S 0 (2) c S 0 (n). However, it seems to be a difficult problem to 
find general conditions on the group that guarantee that (A”, D,) is elliptic. 
Genrruli;ation of the mtion cfinstmtnr7 1’) 
The complexes (5) are in some sense similar to those that appear in [ 181 in the context of 
Spencer cohomology groups for a Lie algebra of endomorphisms, although our Riemannian 
context is rather special. One can consider two related problems: 
(i) To what extent is the classification of groups for which (A”, D,) is elliptic related to the 
classification of holonomy groups? 
(ii) Are there further elliptic complexes of interest when G is the holonomy group of ti 
symmetric space? 
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